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Agreements 1.24.1 Upgrade & Configuration Release Items: September 2019 
This release includes the following minor Harvard updates.  
 

What has changed… What it means… How it looks (as applicable)… 
SmartForm Pages 
Agreement Information  
1. Person selectors no longer include 

inactive users 
 

1. When selecting users for the Principal Investigator/Agreement manager, Agreement submission 
creator, and Harvard team members who need access to this Agreement, only individuals with an 
active HarvardKey/HUID will be available to select. 

2. The study team can now be updated 
through an amendment 

2. Study team changes made through an amendment will now be reflected on the agreement once the 
amendment becomes active. 

Workspaces 
Agreement   
1. To allow for more text-space, the 

Agreement Highlighted Terms have been 
moved on the Documents tab 

1. The Agreement Highlighted Terms will appear 
above the Most Recent Draft Agreement instead 
of next to the draft. 
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What has changed… What it means… How it looks (as applicable)… 
Activities 
Create Amendment   
1. Language on the Create Amendment 

activity has been clarified 
1. Three changes to the activity: 

a. The Comments input box on the Create 
Amendment box has been updated to better 
reflect the nature of the required input.  

b. The document attachment space is hidden, to 
ensure revised documents are included in the 
correct spaces of the Amendment SmartForm. 

c. The activity form now also includes important 
information about next steps to complete the 
amendment. 

 
2. Allow for amendment on expired 

agreement (to change or extend the 
previously active agreement) 

2. It is now possible to change or extend an 
agreement even after it has expired. 

 
Manage Ancillary Reviews   
3. Allow for recording a GDPR-Based 

ancillary review on a submission. 
3. GDPR-based evaluation is now a review type 

selection option when assigning ancillary review 
and can be recorded on a submission/displayed 
in reports. 
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What has changed… What it means… How it looks (as applicable)… 
Track Agreement Elements   
4. Agreement Tracking Elements includes 

new options: Master Agreement and 
None 

4. Improved tracking to ensure items on the 
activity are not missed.  Also, address tracking 
gap for master agreements. 

 
5. Highlighted Terms includes new option: 

None 
5. Improved tracking to ensure items on the 

activity are not missed.   

 
Notifications 
1. Pre-submission reminders will only be 

sent 5, 10, and 15 days after the initial 
submission creation 

1. Pre-submission reminders will be less frequent. 
The first reminder will be delayed to allow for 
drafting time, and will not be sent unless the 
agreement is not submitted within 5 days of 
creation. 
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What has changed… What it means… How it looks (as applicable)… 
2. Agreement expiration reminder now 

includes the correct expiration date 
2. The expiration reminder will include the 

relevant agreement expiration date in the text 
of the email. 

 
3. Links for SPH and HMS have been updated 

in the agreement expiration reminder and 
agreement expired emails and on the 
general notice footer 

3. The notifications have been updated to include 
the correct links for SPH and HMS. 
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